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Abstract

I. Introduction
The requirement
of higher satellite performance
at
lower cost has been a driving force towards electric
propulsion, with the commercial sector so far leading
Within the Air Force there has been a
the way.
reluctance
to implement
more advanced
on-orbit
propulsion technologies because of real and perceived
risks; this is changing.
MightySat, Clementine, ISTF,
MSTI, and STEP are examples of AF space experiment
programs with the goal of demonstrating
advanced
technologies for future DOD satellites. MILSATCOM
has baselined electrostatic propulsion for its post-2000
satellites, and Air Force SMC is flying the ESEX
spacecraft to demonstrate a 26-kW ammonia arcjet on
orbit. Military satellites which could benefit from
electric
propulsion
include:
MILSATCOM,
DSP,
DSCS, SBIRS,
a proposed
Space Based Radar
constellation, and a proposed orbit transfer vehicle.
Over the last several years the Air Force SMC interest
in electric propulsion was primarily directed at the
stationkeeping
of
DSCS
follow-on
north-south
(Advanced MILSATCOM).
Chemical propulsion was
baselined for all transfers to operational orbits. With
the rise in available bus power in.recent years, rapid
progress toward maturatton of htgh power electric
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thruster technology, and tolerable transfer times for
combined electric-chemical
orbit transfer, the use of
electric technology for orbit transfer is being considered
for some programs in view of the demonstrated value
from a missions analysis standpoint.
It is likely that several next generation
Air Force
spacecraft will greatly benefit from high performance
electric thrusters for delivery to orbit and routine onorbit operations.
There
is considerable
concern
regarding the risk of using such thrusters. They are not
presently in operational use and the role of orbit-raising
is more demanding than on-orbit stationkeeping
and
repositioning.
MILSATCOM’s
Advanced EHF and
SHF/Ka follow-on are examples of satellites which are
expected to benefit from electric orbit transfer and
Space-Based
Radar
is another
stationkeeping.
candidate for electric propulsion.
Electric thrusters are
also attractive for a variety of other missions, including
drag makeup for low-flying
polar orbit spacecraft,
nanosatellite positioning and maintenance, etc.
The largest potential cost benefits accrue from launch
For example, if the required Advanced
cost savings.
MILSATCOM
satellite mass increases by 1000 lbs
from the baseline
as requirements
become better
defined (a common occurrence
for large satellite
programs) an MLV will no longer suffice and total
launch costs for 10 satellites increases by at least $1
billion.
The use of electric propulsion to reach the
operational orbit reduces satellite wet mass and ensures
that an MLV is adequate. Higher satellite performance
is enabled by allocating
additional
weight to the
payload as upper stage mass and/or mass of propellant
for orbit transfer and on-orbit propulsion is reduced.
The use of electric propulsion will potentially allow: a
reduction in the number of satellites in the global
constellation,
use of a less expensive launch vehicle,
and/or greater requirements satisfaction, depending on
how the engineering trade is performed.
Launch Ouerations

Mission Area Development

Plan

Long range planning for military operations in space
includes space force application, space control, space
force enhancement (support to the warfighter), and the
launch and operation
of spacecraft.
U.S. Space
Command and the Air Force have recognized
that
electric propulsion will be a key technology in the
launch
and operation
category
for some future
spacecraft.
This recognition is reflected in the Space
Operations Mission Area Plan (MAP), which includes a
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Mission Solution Analysis (MSA) in response to the
in the
deficiencies
identified
by Space Command
Mission Needs Statement (MNS),
also part of the MAP.
The MSA identifies material and nonmaterial solutions
to the deficiencies, and the research and development
strategy that will resolve them. The Launch Operations
Sub-Mission
Area Development
Plan (LO-SMADP),
primary source of launch operations information for the
Space Operations MSA, includes an overview of the
current launch operations architecture, a potential future
architecture to solve the identified deficiencies, and the
technology investment needed to develop the included
concepts.
Electric propulsion
has become a very
important part of the MADP beginning with the 1995
edition, and electric orbit transfer is included in some
detail in the 1997 document.
The FY97 LO-SMADP
discusses various electric propulsion options relevant to
upper stage capabilities, which are a major driver for
launch vehicle performance
requirements
and the
overall cost of spacelift.
Three upper stage classes
having different cost and performance trade-offs are
discussed in some detail: expendable,
integral, and
reusable. The integral upper stage uses the power and
propulsion
subsystems
for payload operations
and
orbital maneuvering, in addition to orbit raising. The
reusable upper stage is an independent space tug with
the capability to lift a satellite to its final orbit, and
return to low earth orbit for another mission.

II. Electric Propulsion Analysis/ Studies
An electric orbit transfer vehicle (OTV) and its payload
must be designed to cope with the near-Earth radiation
environment
for a much longer duration
than a
conventional
upper stage. Effects of natural radiation
on OTVs have been examined by the Aerospace
Corporation, using data that has become available since
199 I from the CRRES and APEX satellites. Dose rates
for microelectronics
in LEO-to-CEO
missions are
compared for spiral orbit raising and multi-impulse
transfers. Semiconductor devices shielded by less than
100 mils of aluminum (0.686 g/cm2) are inappropriate
for spiral orbit raising, because they require hardness
levels >I00 krad (Si). Shield thicknesses of 250-500
mils reduce requirements to about IO krad (Si), which is
an order of magnitude higher than the radiation dose in
a IO-year mission at GE0 with similar shielding.
Estimates of single event upset rates and photovoltaic
array degradation have been made.’
Techniques for evaluating low-thrust orbit transfers are
of current interest because electric thrusters will soon be
used in missions
with significant
AV such as
Exact numerical
geosynchronous
orbit insertion.
are
to describe
low-thrust
trajectories
methods
available, but they tend to be computationally
intensive

and are not easy to apply in studies that must examine a
wide range of mission design parameters.
Aerospace
developed an approach this year for estimating the AV
and trip time in elliptical orbit transfers by calculating
the long-term variation of classical orbital elements.2
The method permits an assessment
of options for
delivering a satellite to its final orbit using electric
propulsion, prior to a full numerical optimization of the
trajectory when the trade-space has been narrowed.
Several applications
have been explored, including
varying the orbit eccentricity
at constant semimajor
axis, transferring from low-earth orbit to a Molniya
orbit; and transferring to geo-synchronous orbit with an
inclination change. This analytical capability has been
used in trade studies supporting the Developmental
Planning Office(XRT) and Milsatcom (MCX).

III. Space Experiments
ESEX
The Electric Propulsion Space Experiment (ESEX) is
a space demonstration
of a 26 kW class ammonia
This experiment
will set the
arcjet subsystem.s
standard for continuous high power generation in
space for an electric propulsion device. ESEX is one
of eight experiments scheduled for a Mar 98 launch
on the Advanced Research and Global Observation
The ESEX flight unit has
Satellite (ARGOS).
completed a flight qualification
program and was
delivered to the prime contractor,
Boeing North
American,
in Mar 96. It has nearly completed
integration testing with the ARGOS host spacecraft
for system-level verification including EMC, acoustic
and pyro-shock, and thermal vacuum tests.
The spacecraft thermal vacuum/balance
testing has
recently begun and is anticipated to be complete in
September
1997. This integrated
space vehicle
testing serves to verify one of the major objectives
for the ESEX program - to demonstrate
the
feasibility
of integrating
high power
electric
propulsion systems with operational satellites.
The experiment will measure and record an extensive
range of flight data for subsequent comparison to
ground results. Operations of the space experiments
and follow-on analysis of the data will be conducted
jointly by both Phillips Lab and Aerospace Corp.
personnel. The flight diagnostic suite includes four
thermoelectric quartz crystal microbalance sensors to
measure contamination
due to arcjet operation, four
radiometers to measure heat flux, near- and far-field
electromagnetic
interference
(EMI)
antennas,
a
section of eight gallium-arsenide
solar array cells to
confirm solar cells are not degraded by arcjet
operation, a video camera to image the plume, and an
accelerometer. In addition, a detailed analysis of the
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host spacecraft’s raw GPS data will be performed,
with the objective of providing a time history of
thruster performance during firings.
Observations
from the PL’s Maui telescopes will yield information
about ionization and other loss mechanisms in the
thruster. The ARGOS satellite will be launched on a
Delta II into a 460 nautical mile, 98.7” inclination
orbit.

Figure

1: ESEX Exploded

View

The ESEX flight system, shown in figure 1, includes a
propellant feed system, power subsystem - including a
power conditioning unit (PCU) and silver-zinc (Ag-Zn)
batteries, commanding and telemetry modules, on-board
diagnostics, and the arcjet assembly. ESEX is a selfcontained,
hexagonal
structure which is thermally
isolated from ARGOS. This design philosophy allows
ESEX to function autonomously, requiring support for
attitude control, communications,
radiation-hardened
data storage, and 28 Vdc power for housekeeping
functions such as battery charging and thermal control.
MightySat

II.1 Demo of Pulsed Plasma Thruster

A Pulsed Plasma Thruster (PPT) Space Demonstration
is being conducted cooperatively between the US Air
Force Phillips
Laboratory,
NASA-Lewis
Research
Center
(NASA-LeRC),
and
Primex
Aerospace
This demonstration
will investigate the
Company.4
performance of a PPT as part of the MightySat 11.1
spacecraft
and determine
the effects
of plume
contamination
from the thruster on typical optical
surfaces.
MightySat
11.1, known as SINDRI, is
scheduled for launch in January 2000. There are three
objectives of this PPT flight demonstration;
1) To
provide mission essential orbit raising propulsion to
extend the lifetime of MightySat Flight 11.1. 2) To
verify that all components
of the PPT operate
nominally, and do so over a mission life comparable to
that expected on future DOD, commercial, and NASA
missions. 3) To assess the compatibility
of the PPT
with the spacecraft
and optical
sensors.
This

demonstration
is critical
for
accelerating
user
acceptance of PPT technology. Three issues of concern
to potential users are (in order of importance): PPT
plume
EMI/communication
contamination
effects,
system impacts, and thermal loading on the spacecraft.
The current planned operations for the demonstration is
to continuously
fire the PPT at the beginning of the
MightySat II. 1 mission and again at the end for 30 to 60
days for each firing. The orbit raising maneuver at the
start of the mission is the principal operational sequence
for the flight demonstration.
If there is sufficient time
and spacecraft power available after the other payloads
on MightySat II.1 have performed their missions, the
PPT will do the second’ firing to obtain data on
contamination
of optical surfaces in conjunction
with
the Hyper-Spectral Imager (HSI) payload on board.
The Plume Diagnostic Experiment (PDE) will be used
during
both of these maneuvers
to assess
the
contamination.
The PDE is comprised of two sensor
packages: one on the same spacecraft face as the PPT (X) and one on the zenith face of the spacecraft (-Z).
Each sensor package consists of a calorimeter and a
Quartz Crystal Microbalance
(QCM) and requires 2n
steradian unobstructed
field of view, with no hot
surfaces near that field of view.
The PPT system has a mass of 5.83 kg, which is less
than half the mass of an equivalent system (15,000 N-s)
composed of state-of-the-art LES 8/9 components.
The
MightySat mission presents a challenge for the thermal
design of the PPT system. The thrust requirements to
overcome drag and perform the orbit raising mission
drive the power processed by the PPT to more than 3
times that previously qualified for spaceflight. The key
drivers for the thermal design are: IOOW maximum
power handling, PPT non-operating
temperature range
of -62” C to +43” C, PPT operating temperature range
of -30” C to + 65” C, and heat transfer across the
interface less than 65 W during worst case conditions.
Flight PPT unit acceptance tests will occur at Primex
and at NASA LeRC in the fourth quarter of FY98 prior
to delivery of the unit to the program office for
spacecraft integration and test activities.
A typical
acceptance test program will be performed to measure
performance
reveal
parameters
and
to
any
manufacturing inadequacies.
Performance tests will be
run over the full range of mission requirements.
.
High Performance

Hall System Development

Effort

Phillips Laboratory and NASA LeRC have initiated
Hall thruster technology
demonstration
efforts to
address the IHPRPT spacecraft goals. The programs
have been structured to allow for joint examination of
that developments
and
program progress, ensuring
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lessons learned can be shared within the government.
The PL program, the High Performance Hall System
will demonstrate an advanced 4.5 kW Hall thruster
system capable of achieving the IHPRPT Phase I
spacecraft
goal.
This effort focuses on system
development and demonstration
of the technology to
ensure rapid transition to the user.
The following
methods are used to assure rapid technology transition:
use of flight-like parts and fabrication
procedures
allows for the demonstration
of a flight-like system;
component
level testing is used to demonstrate
performance, life, and launch capability; system level
integration
testing confirms
thermal
models and
demonstrates the operability of the propulsion system
(thruster, power processing unit, and propellant feed
system). The effort ensures that all aspects of the
technology
demonstrated
are available
to the U.S.
government if contractor deliveries are interrupted. The
primary objectives are: a 10% improvement in thruster
a 500% increase in service life; a
energy conversion;
3% improvement in power processing efficiency.
The
secondary objective is a O-40% decrease in cost. The
status of this effort is under final negotiation.

IV. Aerospace Corporation Efforts
As the space systems engineering arm of the Air Force,
The Aerospace Corporation assists with the engineering
development
of military space systems from initial
concept and design through deployment and operation.
Following
a recent change of policy that allows
Aerospace to perform direct contracts with commercial
organizations,
several electric propulsion
projects of
this type have been initiated, including ongoing work
for Hughes, TRW, MELCO, and DERA. Aerospace is
assisting
in
involved
commercial
extensively
organizations
in the identification
and resolution of
technical issues involving
ion engines and arcjets,
including component development and validation, and
spacecraft integration issues. In the electric propulsion
arena, during the past year Aerospace continued to
perform a variety of activities including
spacecraft
mission analysis for MILSATCOM, Space-Based Radar
and other programs,
thruster
evaluation,
thruster
integration analysis, development of the ESEX science
package, and development
of new thrusters. The
monograph
“Evaluation
of Electric Thrusters” is a
review of the state of the field of electric thruster
characterization.5
In the area of electric thruster evaluation, diagnostics
recently developed at Aerospace include a long-wire
Langmuir probe diagnostic, infrared imaging and CARS
diagnostics.
A high resolution
retarding
potential
analyzer
has been built, with a high resolution
heterodyne capability for laser absorption spectroscopy

and a high resolution reflectron mass spectrometer for
the study of thruster effluents with unusually high mass
to charge ratios is in development.
Further work has
been completed regarding the potential utility of helium
arcjets
for propulsion,
and
their stability
and
efficiency.6V7 In a recent experiment, current density
profiles in the beam of the T5 ion engine have been
measured using a long tungsten wire probe to collect
ions while making radial traverses through the beam.8
Other T5 work has recently been performed as well,
studying plume and grid erosion characteristics.
The
external magnetic field has been measured, and its
effect on the charge exchange plasma is being analyzed.
A previous emphasis on overall system issues9 is
balanced by recent work directed toward individual
components (such as hollow cathodes and extraction
grids) and the development of new electric thrusters of
the micro-electric and fullerene ion engine varieties.
An analysis of the latter” has led to insight regarding
the failure of fullerene engine designs which have been
tried at various laboratories, and indicated potentially
productive avenues for further research.
Micro-electric propulsion
Aerospace originated, and continues to refine, the I kgclass silicon satellite concept, commonly referred to as
the “nanosatellite”“~‘*~13 , which is under evaluation for a
number of future Air Force missions requiring multiple
low-cost spacecraft in Low Earth orbit constellations
and local clusters.
Electric on-orbit micropropulsion
concepts for the micro-to-millinewton
thrust range have
been considered for these spacecraft.
Preliminary concepts for microthrusters were developed
in-house during 1994,14 which led to an IR&D program
in electric and chemical micropropulsion
by 1996.
Some of the technology
potentially
adaptable
to
fabrication
of microresistojets
through
the postprocessing of semiconductor chips is illustrated by the 1
mN bi-directional cold-gas thruster module of Fig. 2,
which is based on silicon microvalves and 200 micron
glass expansion nozzles made by laser machining.
Figure 3 shows the layout of a two-layer microresistojet
currently being fabricated by a commercial
CMOS
semiconductor
foundry.
The silicon die is 2.3 mm
square and the resistojet is formed by controlled
anisotropic etching of exposed silicon, cutting the die to
separate the top and bottom halves, and bonding these
pieces together to create a three-dimensional
thruster.
This particular design includes a dual-resistor
flow
sensor (hot wire anemometer),
a 200-ohm heating
element, and an on-board power transistor.
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size of satellites. Summaries of the individual AFOSR
electric propulsion programs follows.

Pulsed Plasma Thruster

Figure 2. Photograph of a 1 cm x I cm x 0.6
cm m-directional cold-gas microthruster module
(bottom left) composed of silicon microvalves (top left)
integrated into a laser-machined glass structure.

Figure 3. Layout of a CMOS microresistojet.
Propellant enters the heated plenum through a
micromachined flow sensor, exiting through the
expansion nozzle on the right.
Aerospace has teamed with TRW and Caltech to
develop chemical and/or electric microthruster arrays
for microsatellite attitude control under a DARPAsponsored program. The TRW array concept involves
10 cm-size flat arrays composed of 10” to lo6 individual
thrusters
microsingle-shot
that
incorporate
electromechanical and electronic elements to eliminate
propulsion system plumbing and valves to create an
easily-integrated structural component.

The Pulsed Plasma Thruster (PPT) has reemerged as an
attractive propulsion option as greater emphasis has
been place on reducing satellite size for many
applications. PPTs are appropriate for very low power
levels (cl00 W) and provide exact impulse bits for use
and constellation
in accurate attitude control
management. The main advantage of the PPT is the
engineering simplicity which leads to high reliability.
This reliability has been demonstrated by the successful
application of PPTs in space missions starting in the
late 1960s.
PPT research at the AF Phillips Lab has focused
primarily on propellant loss issues. Two major
propellant loss mechanisms have been identified, latetime vaporization and particulate emission.‘5.‘6 The latetime vaporization, observed using intensified broadband
emission and heterodyne interferometry, is a continued
boiling of the solid propellant surface for approximately
1 ms following the 20 pS arc discharge. Particulate
emission was observed using broadband emission and
surface analysis of witness plates in the exhaust. Large
particulates of propellant material were found to be
emitted from the thruster with a velocity near 200 m/s.
Since there is no discharge current available to provide
efficient electromagnetic acceleration for either the latetime neutrals or the particulates, they expand from the
propellant face at low velocity creating negligible
thrust. Between 80% to 90% of the propellant is
estimated to be consumed by these two loss mechanisms
severely limiting the overall efficiency attainable.
More recent work at the AF Phillips Lab has
investigated methods of ameliorating these propellant
losses. The most interesting is a direct correlation
discovered between the propellant temperature and the
propellant consumption rate.” By operating the PPT in
a regime where the propellant temperature (measured 1
mm behind the front face) was passively reduced from
118 C to 42 C, a 25% decrease in propellant
consumption
was measured. Thermal modeling
indicates that as little as 0.21 Watts of heat transfer
from the discharge arc is responsible for the propellant
temperature rise. No decrease was found in the thrust
level indicating that the 25% propellant savings is from
either the late-time neutral vapor or the particulates.
Present research is exploring the potential of actively
cooling the propellant to- increase the propellant
efficiency.
Miniature thermoelectric coolers placed
near the propellant bar will act to remove the 0.21
Watts of heat and, presumably, reduce the propellant
losses without affecting the thrust.
”

V. Basic Research Efforts
The Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR)
is a major funding source in the nation for basic
research in electric propulsion. An emphasis on low
power has occurred within the last two years and
corresponds with a national trend towards reducing the

Research

.

.
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Current computational efforts at Ohio State include the
development of two-temperature
equation-of-state
and
transport properties of molecular materials for PPTs
using solid-propellants,
e.g., Teflon. Ion temperature
distributions
in a coaxial, quasi-steady PPT has been
calculated
using the 2-l/2
dimensional,
magnetohydrodynamics
code, MACH2.
High temperatures
within the annular thruster chamber, and at the tip of the
plug nozzle, demand attention in regard to thruster lifetime. Heat transfer is the major factor in determining
the mass ejected per shot.
Along with temperature
dependent viscosity, thermal conduction also controls
boundary and exhaust plume phenomena.
Accurate
modeling of transport coefficients in high-temperature
molecular
gases is essential
in understanding
the
underlying
physics of these devices and developing
improved thruster designs. Differences of 50% in heat
flux have been calculated from temperature profiles
during unsteady heat transfer for a new adaptivegridding procedure which has been implemented based
on thermal conductivity
variation as opposed to a
uniformly spaced number cells.

I SBIR to SRL Inc.; AFOSR is supporting a parallel
theoretical development
effort. The thruster is best
suited for small satellite applications and is operated in
an unsteady pulsed mode (3 @pulse).
The use of
advanced non-linear
magnetic switching technology,
which insured a total system inductance of 3-4 nH,
combined with an electrode geometry and radial gas
injection that favor low profile losses, yielded a total
efficiency of 50% at 5 J with argon (at an impulse bit of
32 pNs and a mass bit of . 2 /@hot).
This is the
highest measured efficiency ever reported for a PPT at
this low energy level. The high efficiency was achieved
using
switching
nonlinear
magnetic
advanced
technology that generated a low inductance of 3-4 nH
and
an
modulator
all-solid-state
with
IGBT
commutation
that allows high repetition rate pulsing of
the discharge (5000 pps). Future work will involve
using a heavier gas like xenon and exploring parametric
dependencies such as increasing the system capacitance
and lowering the total resistance.

A new coaxial pulsed plasma thruster is being
developed at the University of Illinois’s which operates
on IO J and uses a central cavity to produce a pressure
component of thrust from ablated neutrals. The thrust
mechanism is a combination
of electromagnetic
and
electrothermal.
In conventional PPTs, a relative cold
cloud of neutral Teflon particles is produced at the tail
end of the microsecond-long current pulse, and does not
contribute significantly to the generation of thrust. In
this coax PPT this cloud of neutrals is generated on a
faster time scale (-I ps) in a cavity at high pressure to
increase both electrothermal thrust and overall thruster
efficiency.
A matched, low impedance pulse forming
network has also been developed which provides a nonreversing current pulse that transfers greater than 90%
of capacitor energy to the arc, with 97% being achieved.
A second result is that the current pulse greatly reduces
jxB reversal in the thruster plasma.

.Arcjets offer advantages for satellite station keeping and
maneuvering, since their specific impulse can be more
than twice that of conventional
resistojets or chemical
thrusters commonly used for these missions. Current
arcjet performance, however, is below the limits of an
ideal arcjet, leaving room for significant improvements.

A collaborative mission between Princeton University
and the Institute of Ionospheric Physics of the Russian
Academy of Sciences will measure the impulse of a
LES g/9 PPT in space.” A small (70 kg) satellite called
COMPASS will provide in-orbit measurements of the
performance by pulsing the thruster and using telemetry
data from a solar sensor (and other instruments)
onboard the satellite to back out the value of the
impulses from the satellite’s attitude changes.
Princeton University has also been characterizing
the
performance of a recently developed gas-fed pulsed
plasma thruster (GF-PPT) at low discharge energies (25
J).” This thruster is being developed under a JPL phase

Arcjet Research

The University of Tennessee Space Institute Cascade
Arc Facility has been utilized to study hydrogen
propellant plasmas. The objective is to obtain improved
transport properties needed for arcjet computational
efforts. The spectroscopically
obtained intensity data
from the cascade is Abel inverted to yield a radial
profile of hydrogen alpha line. By fitting theoretical
stark broadened hydrogen alpha lineshapes to this data,
a radial profile of electron
number
densities
is
determined.
Discrepancies between experimental and
computer simulation
number density profiles gives
indications as to possible short-comings
in physical
models in the simulations.
With this information
modifications to the current physical models can be
made allowing better simulation results. Similar studies
on simulated ammonia and hydrazine plasmas have
begun.
University of Illinois research into hydrazine arcjets has
involved
detailed
both
non-equilibrium
code
development and experimental measurements for code
validation.
A series of I4 microprobes buried in the
anode wall of a I kW hydrazine arcjet” has verified
azimuthal symmetry, sheath potential, current density
distribution, and wall heating by electrons, plus other
parameters.
These probe results have been used in
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A previously-developed
code has
model validation.
been modified by the addition of a cathode sheath
which
combined
with the experimental
model,
measurements at the anode and in the exit plane to give
an accurate picture of energy flow in the arcjet.

Hall Thruster Research
With higher thrust densities than ion engines and
specific impulses
between one and two thousand
seconds, Stationary Plasma Thrusters (SPT’s) are useful
for many on-orbit applications including North-South
(NS) station-keeping,
East-West (EW) station-keeping,
and orbit
inserrtion.
Originally
orbit
rephasing,
developed in the 1960’s, the first successful on-orbit
test of the SPT was completed in 1972. For over a
decade,
Soviet/Russian
spacecraft
have used the
Stationary Plasma Thruster for station-keeping and onThe
SPT-100
is currently
orbit
maneuvering.
performing both NS and EW station-keeping
on the
“GALS” spacecraft. The SPT and other Russian Hall
thrusters, such as the D-55 Anode Layer Thruster are
currently being tested in the United States.
A 2D numerical model has been constructed at MIT for
internal
Hall
thruster
plasma
use in modeling
dynamics.*’ Electrons are modeled as a Maxwellian
fluid, while the heavy species are treated with a
modified Particle-In-Cell
(modified PIC) methodology.
Collisionality
is limited to electron-neutral
ionization
and wall recombination.
The overall scheme may be
called “hybrid-PIG” since both fluid and PIC methods
A electron-insulator
are used self-consistently.
interaction
model has been added which yields
improved predictions of electron temperature.
The
simulation has been used for analyzing the dynamics of
low-frequency
discharge oscillations.
The dynamics
seem to be related to an ionization fluctuation which
can be modeled.
A miniature Hall thruster with 50 W of power has been
designed, manufactured
and tested by MIT.23 The
magnetic assembly consists of a permanent magnetic
shell, a segmented magnetic ring, and an iron core
surrounding the magnets along with the central pole.
The design configuration,
which resembles existing
larger models called Thrusters
with Anode Layer
(TAL), involved repositioning
the plasma to reduce
heating of the magnets and ensure safe operating
temperatures. The anode attaches to four thin capillaries
that supply both propellant and power; and serves as a
heat path for energy dissipated in the channel.
A three dimensional
Particle In Cell (PIC) /DSMC
computer model of a Hall Thruster and its external
plasma plume has also been developed at MIT.?J
code is capable of calculating the amount of erosion a

solar cell coverglass or interconnecting
conductor will
experience over the satellite’s lifetime.
The model
calculates the plasma plume for varying angle between
the thruster exhaust axis and the solar array (cant angle).
This code has been used by spacecraft
systems
engineers
at Hughes
and at Lockheed-Martin
to
determine the best location for Hall thrusters on their
new HS 702 and A2100 communication
satellites.
Typical results reveal that the satellite manufacturers
must cant their thrusters at angles of 40 degrees relative
to the ideal thrust axis in order to maintain solar array
erosion below the acceptable value of less than 1.2
microns a month.
The University
of Michigan
Plasmadynamics
and
Electric Propulsion Lab is conducting a comprehensive
experimental study of the interaction between the plume
of a Hall thruster and the spacecraft. A broad survey of
signal attenuation and phase shift of low microwave
signals has been completed.
L-( I .6 GHz) and Ku-band
(17 GHz) signals have been transmitted through a Hall
thruster exhaust plume, received, and analyzed at
various locations to determine how radio waves are
affected by charged particles in the plume.*s When Kuband radio signals are propagated through the plume
both increased signal noise and coherent sideband peaks
are observed at discrete frequencies
(multiples
of
26kHz) corresponding
to discharge oscillations of the
thruster.
Considerable
agreement is found between
code predictions and experimental results, suggesting
that both amplitude and phase effects are important.
Present emphasis at Univ. of Michigan is on the
development of a Molecular Beam Mass Spectrometer
(MBMS) diagnostic to quantify species and energy
distributions in the plume.26 The MBMS will be used to
determine plume mass constituents
at a given beam
energy and the energy distribution
function for each
species within the plume will be obtained. Preliminary
data shows the Xe+ energy distribution
to be much
narrower and of higher energy than previous probebased (RPA) techniques have indicated.
Characterization of the transient behavior of a co-axial
xenon Hall accelerator has been conducted at Stanford
University”
using:
Electrostatic
probes,
including
floatin g, grounded, emissive (plasma potential), and
swept Langmuir probes, to measure the time-average
and spectral properties of the plasma both outside and
The measurements
within the acceleration channel.
confirm the existence of low-frequency
(< 100kHz)
coherent azimuthal drift waves and more stochastic
channel.
within
the
(turbulent)
disturbances
Measurements
of the time-averaged
plasma potential
indicates that in this particular Hall thruster, the largest
axial electric field exists between the channel exit and
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with the recent laser-induced
in the same device, and
coincident with the region of the thruster where there is
a negative gradient in the magnetic field. The average
azimuthal wave speeds are measured and compared to
the E x B drift velocity. Future studies will be aimed ar
developing
a more refined understanding
of the
structure of these low frequency azimuthal modes, and
in extending the investigations
to the transit-time and
high frequency azimuthal oscillations as we develop a
discharge that can operate closer to the “optimum”
range of magnetic fields.

VIII. References

cathode plane, consistent
fluorescence

measurement

Corporation
is
performing
The
Aerospace
measurements
of the absolute angular differentialscattering
cross sections for the charge exchange
reactions of singly and doubly charged xenon and
krypton with the corresponding neutrals. Cross sections
for direct scattering between the singly charged ion and
neutral atom of the same species will also be measured.
These measurements
are necessary because of the
effects of charge exchange ion formation and migration
on electric thruster lifetime and spacecraft surface
phenomena,
and the need to improve the modeling
which addresses these issues.

VI. Conclusions
On-orbit electric propulsion offers substantial benefits
to both the warfighter and the taxpayer. These benefits
can be realized once the risks associated with electric
propulsion are both understood and minimized.
Air
Force missions that require electric propulsion include:
stationkeeping
for distributed
satellite
precision
constellations,
repositioning
recovering and re-deploy
assets.
New World Vistas strongly recommends the
development of electric propulsion technologies.
The Electric Propulsion Space Experiment (ESEX) is
the first high power (26kW) ammonia arcjet system to
be tested and characterized
in space. The Phillips
Laboratory is also coordinating a demonstration
of a
PPT on the MightySat II.1 space flight. The Air Force
Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR) is a major
funding source in the nation for basic research in
electric propulsion devices: arcjets, Hall thrusters and
pulsed plasma thrusters. Aerospace Corporation
is
conducting a wide range of electric propulsion activities
for Air Force Space & Missile System Center (SMC)
and commercial industry.
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